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PREFACE
Eric Louw
University of Queensland, Australia

Terrorism is not a new phenomenon, and neither is the work of countering terrorism.
But contemporary terrorism is taking place in a context where a range of new actors, new
technological possibilities and new opportunities exist – and this is impacting on how
today’s terrorists (and counter-terrorists) conceptualize and craft their activities in new
ways. Furthermore, shifts in the global balance of power plus the emergence of social
instability in many states have given rise to a plethora of new terror (and counter-terrorist)
possibilities. This book seeks to open up a discussion about how terrorism is evolving and
may evolve in future, plus how those seeking to counter-terrrorism will therefore need to
think of new responses.
To set the scene for this book some themes will be briefly sketched out to help orientate
the reader. In the first place we will look at some of the enduring features of terrorism (and
counter-terrorism) – after all, although terrorism is mutating and evolving, it is also true to
say that there are also some great continuities between the practices of twenty-first century
terrorists and terrorists who operated in the twentieth and nineteenth centuries. So although
today’s terrorists are adapting to new technologies and conditions, in many ways they are
still in the same business as those who in the past have tried to use political violence to:
x
x
x

advertise the terrorist cause so as to recruit supporters and fighters
undermine the legitimacy of targetted governments
terrify those populations who support targetted governments
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x
x
x

spread panic, despondency, frustration and anger to destabilize targetted
societies/governments
weaken those ideologies, beliefs and value systems that the terrorists disapprove
of, and
spread their own counter-ideologies, beliefs and value systems.

Ultimately terrorists – like all politicians – are in the communication business. And,
like other political players, terrorists face an increasingly mediatized political process.
Hence, it should come as little surprise that terrorists (past and present) have always given
serious consideration to the usefulness (or otherwise) of available media platforms, and
what these platforms offer them as potential sites of struggle. This is not to say that terror
wars are reducible to media struggles. Indeed terror wars necessarily involve real battles,
some of which are deliberately kept out of sight of the media. However, as with other
politicians, terrorists have messages to sell – and their success or failure depends in part on
the terror organization’s perception-management skills, plus their skills at both symbol and
belief propagation. And so, as with other political players, terrorists will often try to use
the media to their own advantage; and as with other politicians, will sometimes be
successful, and sometimes fail. What is clear is that the development of visual media – first
film; then television; and now internet-facilitated visual images – has greatly helped
terrorists because visualness helps communicate emotions and so helps spread terror,
shock, fear and anger.
It was Russian and French anarchists who developed the idea of deploying terrorism
during the nineteenth century – Paul Brousse and Peter Kropotkin used the term
‘propaganda of the deed’ in 1877 to refer to how those who were politically weak (because
their ambitions were being blocked by an overwhelmingly powerful political foe) needed
to carry out a spectacular act that would draw attention to their cause. The idea was that if
spectacular acts of political violence were well executed the media would report them. The
resultant propaganda effect would then advertise the terrorist’s cause, thereby enabling the
recruitment of new sympathisers and fighters. The way in which the 9/11 attacks served to
advertise al Qaeda’s cause and recruit support and fighters for radical-Islam is a classic
example of this – with a key feature of the 9/11 attack on the World Trade Centre being
how the opportunities offered by global television were masterfully used to instantly
globalize the al Qaeda brand. And since then the rise of the internet has enhanced even
further the opportunities available to terrorists to globally advertise themselves through
propaganda of the deed exercises that serve to trigger visceral emotive responses in both
their supporters and opponents.
Of course, since terrorism is about political communication, successful terrorists must
learn to think about how their acts will be interpreted and ‘felt’ by different audiences –
after all well executed propaganda of the deed exercises should necessarily encode multiple
messages that will simultaneously trigger different responses and feelings in different
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audiences. Triggering the desired of mix responses requires skill – indeed terrorism-ascommunication requires that terrorists need to design their actions so as to ‘orchestrate’ its
likely impact(s) on eight distinct audiences:
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x

Existing members of terrorist organizations generally feel alienated and
disempowered by the weakness of their organization/cause relative to an
overwhelmingly powerful political foe. Terror attacks seek to empower these
members by demonstrating a capacity to ‘hit back’.
Potential recruits are always an important target audience so attacks must encode
messages inspiring to the potential supporters/constituency of terror groups.
Attacks encode ‘warnings’ and provocations to enemy governments. There is often
an intention to provoke government to ‘lash out’ against civilian populations
because this helps terror groups.
If government supporters can be made fearful and angry this can put pressure on
governments to make hasty decisions, which are more likely to be poor decisions.
Those who are neutral (neither support the terrorists nor the government) should
be left untouched. Harming neutrals creates the risk of them joining the other side.
(Sometimes) journalists are the opinion leaders being targeted by terrorist
messaging in the hope they will then diffuse helpful messages to a wider audience.
Potential allies are always sought by terror groups in the hope that they supply
funds, weapons and diplomatic support (often in return for proxy actions).
There are always specific groups or individuals who terrorists are trying to frighten
into changing their behaviour. This might include foreign investors, NGOs,
tourists, or those who collaborate (or might collaborate) with the enemy
government. Terrorism as fear-making can be a valuable tool for driving
behavioural changes.

The question to be asked is, how might new technologies help terrorists do this more
effectively? To what extent might new technologies help terrorists (and counter-terrorists)
understand their audiences better; or help them improve message-targeting and messagedelivery; or perhaps provide new opportunities for creating both fear and polarization? The
authors of this book are suggesting that is exactly what is happening because new
technologies and new media platforms are creating spaces for new types of political
communication (both offensive and defensive); new mechanisms of surveillance; and new
weapons to attack populations and infrastructure. Effectively we see a new world of
terrorism (and counter-terrorism) being born before our eyes. By way of understanding this
new world let us briefly sketch out some of the key features of how terrorism looks set to
be impacted by new media; new surveillance possibilities; potential new weapons;
potential new targets and potential new actors.
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New Media have not eliminated older media forms, but have added a number of new
media platforms for terrorists to use to disseminate their messages. This means the range
of possibilities for message delivery has been widened. From the point of view of terrorists
the most important of these new possibilities are Facebook, Instagram, YouTube and
twitter. Islamic State has already shown us how creative terrorists can be in using these
new platforms to great effect – e.g., posting images of beheadings on the internet which
can simultaneously serve to terrify and anger some target populations, while inspiring
others to join the terrorist movement. Of course that does not mean the older media forms
are abandoned. But it does mean that new communication tools are added by the new
platforms. An important new tool is the ability to target niche audiences very easily because
new media platforms are very good at pulling together and networking like-minded people
into ‘group-think bubbles’ and ‘echo chambers within which people can congregate in
‘tribal groupings’. Such networked spaces are ideal fulcrums within which to create ingroup solidarity and out-group hatreds; stir up passions; collectively build new shared
identities; and share information facilitating terror acts (e.g., how to make a bomb). Clearly
the building of such ‘group-think bubbles’ offers powerful new opportunities for both
political mobilization and for triggering (individual and group) political action – including
political violence against out-groups or governments. And the potential to build these
‘group-think bubbles’ on the dark web offers enhanced opportunities for assembling the
sort of networks that can underpin the promotion of political violence. A second important
feature of these new platforms is that they make it much easier to spread exaggerations,
half-truths and untruths. This is because new media platforms allow anyone to post
information and ideas and the sort of editorial control seen in earlier media forms falls
away. Exaggeration, defamation and lying now becomes easy through phenomena like troll
farms, image manipulation and deep fakes. It is now even possible to automate
communication-attacks and misinformation through chat bots. The result has been the
spread of fake news plus the birth of communication-operations run by both government
and private-owned troll farms (which both stir up political conflicts and attack/undermine
the credibility of targeted individuals). There is no reason to think terrorists will not also
get into the business of fake news, trolling and using social media for agenda setting and
psychological warfare. And they can also use these new media platforms to spread
misinformation intended to misdirect counter-terrorist force surveillance. A third feature
of these new platforms is that audiences also become producers. Because audienceproducers are active their sense of group-belonging and empowerment-through-activism is
enhanced. This strengthens the ‘group-think bubbles’. Consequently, if terrorists learn to
effectively use the opportunities offered by these new platforms they could build very
powerful mechanisms to bond supporters/sympathisers with their organizations. The way
in which Islamic State used social media to build a global recruitment and
support/sympathiser networks shows what can be achieved if terrorist networks include
people with creative flair for using available communication tools. For counter-terrorist
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operatives all these new possibilities that are now available to terrorists will require the
development of a whole new approach towards surveillance, as well as for conceptualizing
anti-terrorist psychological warfare operations.
New surveillance possibilities are an important feature offered by new media platforms
because digital media platforms are able to collect (real time) information on their
users/audiences as well as store all this ongoing automated collection of information. More
importantly it is now possible to process/analyse all this big data to profile each individual
using these new media platforms in real time and in an automated way. What is more,
machine learning now makes it potentially possible to build surveillance machinery that
can improve its own abilities (i.e., learn) to watch/analyse/profile both individuals and
groups. Although originally designed by those interested in marketing/advertising
commercial products, big data analysis can also be used by political actors. And since a
core part of counter-terrorism work is about building effective intelligence gathering,
clearly counter-terrorist operatives are going to turn to big data analysis to try and identify
and profile potential terrorists and terrorist sympathisers/supporters. Of course, terrorists
are also in the business of intelligence gathering, but it is a moot point whether they will
be able to access the big data being collected by social media platforms. No doubt, in due
course terrorists will try and hack into the huge data bases being constructed by social
media platforms. But even if they are not able to, the huge amounts of open source
information now available on the internet makes the gathering of intelligence and planning
much easier.
New weapons are another set of new possibilities for terrorists emerging from the
digital revolution. Terrorism is about using terror and fear to shift behaviours, subdue
populations and delegitimate governments. For Brousse and Kropotkin this meant terrorists
carrying out spectacular deeds to advertise their cause – and significantly it generally meant
the very real possibility that the terrorist/s would die, given that terrorists engaged in the
early stages of launching their wars were usually on suicide missions. But new technologies
have now created opportunities for unmanned terror attacks that can be carried out from
afar. One example of this is the potential use of drones-as-bombs. Terrorists no longer have
to be physically present to kill people. Indeed machine learning/Artificial intelligence
means it becomes possible to create ‘smart’ drone-as-bombs able to seek out specific
targets (e.g., gatherings of people or even individuals). Another form of terror attack from
afar is using the internet to sabotage distant targets – e.g., taking over air traffic control
systems to cause accidents; or shutting down electricity grids to sabotage economies; or
shutting down sewerage systems to create health hazards.
But it is not only the digital revolution and new technologies that are driving
innovations in terrorism. There are also new actors born of a shifting global balance of
power plus changes in society. History has long been characterized by periods of
international stability followed by periods of international instability. The stable periods
occur when one, or a few great powers impose order upon the whole global system. These
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stable periods are often characterized by great empires. Instabilty arises when empires
break-down and/or when the balance of power between great powers changes. These
periods of break-down and/or power realignments are generally chacterised by warfare,
revolution and insurrection as old mechanisms to impose order dissolve; new winners
emerge as lynchpin powers; and new smaller players emerge out of the turmoil. The world
is currently in one of these periods of international instability – and today’s instability is
the outcome of two twentieth century shifts, namely the end of European imperialism and
the collapse of the Soviet Union. The side-effects of these two shifts are still with us as the
wash up ripples its way through the global system and through individual societies.
Contempory terrorism is one of the outcomes of living through the instability caused by a
shifting global balance of power because this instability gives rise to both new grievances
(and new groups to institutionalize these new grievances) plus to new opportunities to act
out these grievances. The fact that we are also going through a (digital) technological
revolution simply means that we are witnessing not only the emergence of new terrorist
actors, but also witnessing how these new actors are able to build new types of terrorism
from the opportunities thrown up by simultaneous changes to both global power
relationships plus technology. The challenge for counter-terrorist forces will be to keep up
with the sort of terrorism emerging from this turmoil.

